Mt. Kisco Senior Center gets H.E.L.P !
In an effort to help protect its dozens of daily visitors and employees, the Mt. Kisco, Fox Center has
adopted the Healthier Environment Living Program. (H.E.L.P.) Knowing that Senior Citizens are most at
risk for Flu and related problems, The Center's Management team jumped on the opportunity to help
protect them from getting or transmitting germs within the community's tight knit Senior population.
"With the generous consideration from Check Mark and Surface Guard 90 we feel that we have raised the
bar in the quality of service we provide," remarked Jean Arra, the centers Senior Nutrition Program
Director. Having a deep understanding of the importance of keeping a clean dining facility Jean
recognized immediately how utilizing a long term protectant would benefit the center. "We hope other
Senior Centers in the county do the same."
Liz Dieter, the centers Recreation Supervisor, was impressed with the ongoing results of the Healthier
Verification Testing in the areas outside of the dining area. "You can't argue with the test results" she said,
"The number is right there in front of you." Now that we have seen the results inside the center we are
going ahead with treatment of our transport vehicles also" stated Dieter.
Charles Pieragostini, Mt. Kisco Recreation Commissioner, who oversees all of the towns recreation
facilities was also impressed and has made the decision to treat the Village's public pool facility.
"It is easy to see how adopting the H.E.L.P. program will improve the cleanliness of our bath house and
changing facility. We are always concerned about mold growth due to the wet conditions we operate in
and reducing or eliminating fungal growth will cut down on the possibility of spreading simple things like
Athlete's Foot." “I also like the fact that our primary season can likely be protected with a two part one
step application - that saves time and money!
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